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ABSTRACT

Objectives
To quantitatively test the quality of randomised controlled trials reported to international scientific meetings through a critical analysis of randomisation outcomes.

Design and Main Outcome Measures
All randomised controlled trials presented at international surgical and urological congresses using simple randomisation were identified. Primary analysis of randomisation technique was performed by comparing the observed and expected numbers of trials with equal numbers of participants in each arm. Sensitivity analyses compared study design, type of study and presence of external sponsorship. All abstracts were assessed according to the CONSORT for reporting randomised trials in journal and conference abstracts checklist.

Results
345 studies met the inclusion criteria. 148 studies reported simple randomisation to allocate 26,510 patients. Randomisation technique could not be identified in 104 studies. Primary and all secondary analyses demonstrated a probability of p<0.0001 that simple randomisation was used for participant allocation in all studies. Mean consort score was 9.4

Conclusions
It is extremely unlikely that simple randomisation was performed as reported in a significant proportion of the 148 RCTs in this study. These results raise concerning questions of the veracity and reliability of current medical research. There needs to be a greater awareness of the potential for methodological inaccuracy and error.
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INTRODUCTION

The randomised controlled trial (RCT) has long been considered the non-plus ultra of empirical research. It offers the most rigorous tool for researchers investigating the cause and effect relationship of any given collection of factors. The challenge was first set by Archie Cochrane who argued in 1972 that no new treatments should be introduced until their utility over existing treatments had been proven in a RCT(1).

Effective RCTs rely on the equal distribution of confounding factors between groups, cancelling out their effects and leaving variations in outcomes attributable only to chance or the intervention. Unbiased allocation is essential to the statistical analysis used to test for significance. RCTs are analysed on the assumption that any differences between groups will behave like differences between random samples of a single population. Importantly successful randomisation minimises the influence of investigators by ensuring that treatments or interventions cannot be predicted. The risk of substantial allocation bias, both conscious and unconscious, when investigators knowing or can predict the participants' allocation is well recognised with outcomes exaggerated by up to 41%(2).

RCTs are not immune to fraud or deceit, particularly if not subject to overview by a third party. The estimated prevalence of fraudulent behaviour in medical research varies enormously from less than one per cent to over 25%(3). Risks from weak or erroneous trial methodologies introducing potentially profound bias into studies are thankfully now widely acknowledged. The Consolidated Statement of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement provides a clear minimum checklist of items that
should be reported by RCTs. This has helped both investigators and readers assess
the validity of studies against standard criteria. Numerous reviews have
subsequently appraised various collections of studies against these standards(2, 4-
7). These studies highlight the inadequate level of understanding of trial
methodology which persists throughout medicine. Reporting of randomisation and
allocation methods has been noted to be particularly poor(5, 6). Yet such studies
remain limited by the lack of any objective assessment of methodological quality,
relying instead on self-reporting by authors. The current study aims to objectively
assess the quality (and potentially the veracity) of randomised controlled trials
through the analysis of allocation outcomes following simple randomisation.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted in accordance with STROBE reporting guidelines(8). All
poster presentations of surgical RCTs presented at nine international surgical
conferences covering urology and general surgery between 2012 and 2017 were
included in the study (full list in supplementary table 1). Two authors (NR, SG)
independently identified studies before each conference through hand searches of
abstract books. Studies were included if they identified themselves as randomised
controlled trials in the title or abstract or reported the random allocation of patients to
study arms. Studies were excluded if they did not report original data or re-analysed
previously collected data; if details of randomisation or allocation were not available;
if trials did not involve the randomisation of human participants or if the trial was
ongoing.
A stepwise approach to data collection was undertaken. Abstracts were reviewed for details of the randomisation technique together with the numbers of patients allocated to each study arm. The CONSORT definition of simple randomisation was used. Where possible, during each conference, presentations were attended and the study authors were directly questioned as to the randomisation technique and allocation outcomes. For those cases where authors were unavailable or did not attend, they were contacted directly by email (initially the presenting author then all study authors for whom contact details were available). If no email address or contact details were provided with the poster presentation, internet searches were undertaken to find email addresses. If no email address was found or there was no response, subsequent full publications were reviewed to identify randomisation technique. All authors were then contacted to confirm the same study design was used in the abstract presented and the paper published. Studies in which randomisation details were not confirmed by any such method were excluded.

A standardised data collection template was prepared prior to data collection. Data were collected on randomisation technique; number of study arms and number of participants allocated to each arm; multicentre or single centre trial design; presence of external funding; prospective trial registration; type of trial (medical/ surgical/ mixed). "Medical trials" were defined as those assessing the use of a pharmacological agent or drug. "Surgical trials" were defined as any involving the direct assessment of a surgical intervention. Mixed trials were those that either combined a medical and surgical intervention, used a non-surgical intervention such as a catheter or involved a diagnostic intervention for example magnetic resonance imaging. All abstracts were assessed and scored according to the CONSORT for
reporting randomised trials in journal and conference abstracts checklist(9). Inclusion into all public clinical trial registries was manually checked for all studies.

**Statistical Analysis**

The analysis of randomisation techniques was performed by comparing the expected number of balanced studies with the observed number of balanced studies. A study was assumed to be balanced if the difference between the number of patients in each trial arm(s) was 1 or 0. Studies with unequal randomisation ratios (e.g. 2:1) were normalised to the largest group of the trial (e.g. by multiplying the smallest group with 2). The expected number of balanced studies and a one-sided p-value were calculated to test if simple randomisation was effective in each study. A total of 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations under the assumption of simple randomisation were run for each study. The expected number of balanced studies was calculated as the mean number of balanced studies per simulation cycle. One-sided p-values were calculated as the relative proportion of simulation cycles in which the number of balanced studies was equal or greater to the number of observed balanced studies. All simulations were performed using the Stata MP Version 14.2 (StataCorp, LP).

The primary analysis compared the observed and expected number of participants in all studies. Sensitivity analyses were performed by stratifying by study design, Isingle centre vs multicentre), type of study (medical/ surgical or mixed) and the presence of external sponsorship. Parametric analysis of consort scores was performed using an independent samples T-test or ANOVA as appropriate. These analyses were performed on SPSS Statistics version 25 (IBM Corp. Armonk, NY).
Results

During the nine conferences 504 RCTs were presented of which 345 met the inclusion criteria. A specific randomisation technique was identified in 241 studies. 148 studies used simple randomisation to allocate 26,510 patients. 22 studies were classified as medical, 76 as surgical and 50 as mixed. The randomisation technique could not be identified by any method in 104 studies (Figure 1).

Primary outcome analysis and sensitivity analyses are shown in Table 1. Results for both the primary outcome measure and all subgroup analyses demonstrate a probability of $p<0.0001$ that participant allocation was based only on simple randomisation in all of the included studies. Observed numbers of balanced studies greatly exceeded expected numbers in all analyses.

Table 1: Results of primary analysis and sensitivity analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study type</th>
<th>Expected number of balanced studies (mean)</th>
<th>Observed number of balanced studies (n)</th>
<th>Total number of studies (n)</th>
<th>One-sided p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All studies</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of centres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi centre</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single centre</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mean CONSORT score for all studies was 9.4. Single centre trials had significantly lower CONSORT scores than multicentre trial designs (mean CONSORT score 9.2 vs 10.3, p = 0.02). There was no difference in consort scores neither between studies with and without industry funding (mean CONSORT score 9.9 vs 9.3 p = 0.06) nor between medical, surgical and mixed studies (mean CONSORT score 9.8 vs 9.3 vs 9.2, p = 0.31). 28 studies (19%) were registered on a clinical trial registry. Registration was associated with a significantly higher CONSORT score (mean CONSORT score 10.5 vs 9.1, p < 0.0001).

**Discussion**

Based on this analysis of 148 studies randomising 26,510, it is almost impossible that all studies used the simple randomisation protocol that was reported in the study methodology. No difference was seen on sensitivity analyses according to study design, presence of industrial funding or study type. Put into context, most clinical studies accept a one in twenty risk of a chance association as “significant” – here the chance is one in tens of thousands. This ignores the fact that almost one third of studies were excluded as we could not find any information on randomisation.
We also noted that a disproportionate number of studies had what we term “round numbers” of subjects (20, 50, 100, 200 etc) suggesting that no powering of the initial trial had taken place. So few reported any power calculations, and therefore may have been under powered or over powered, it was not possible to test this hypothesis.

RCTs, particularly in surgery, are complex, expensive and time consuming. Using an RCT to address a scientific or clinical questions is constrained by a number of factors. Hypotheses need to focus on relatively simple and discrete questions, frequently impractical in the clinical setting. Investigators must recruit enough participants to provide robust results, a difficult undertaken highlighted by the high numbers of underpowered studies (10). Finally, patients must be willing to undergo a randomly allocated intervention and exposure to a potentially inferior treatment must be ethically defended.

In the face of these challenges, it is therefore unsurprising that RCTs continue to suffer from poor methodologies. Systematic reviews have shown, in spite of the CONSORT guidelines, that RCTs continue to be published without critical details such as the randomisation technique (11). Reviews across various disciplines have shown consistently low rates of adequate reporting of randomisation technique: dermatology 9% (n = 6), surgery 43% (n = 65), urology 28% (n = 42) and general medicine 19% (n = 463) (5, 11-13). The quality of abstract publications have been found to be even worse prompting the release of the CONSORT statement for abstracts. Even in high impact journals such as the Lancet, BMJ and JAMA, only
0%, 7% and 3% of abstracts respectively reported randomisation techniques(11).

This study adds further evidence to support these concerning results. Despite extensive and focussed efforts by study authors, basic trial design details could not be identified in 30% of studies.

Alongside the primary outcome results demonstrating the extremely high likelihood that in many cases randomisation was performed incorrectly, numerous examples of a lack understanding were noted during interviews with presenting authors. These discussions were “off the record” and anonymous, so we cannot comment on any factors linked to those authors. A number of authors were not aware of the randomisation technique and two admitted that true randomisation was in fact not really performed! Other studies reported techniques such as patient preference, clinician availability and simply alternating between techniques. Quasi-randomisation methods such as according to the date of birth, hospital record number or day of the week were used in a number of studies. In all cases the studies reported using simple randomisation.

Interpretation of these results must be considered in the context of a number of limitations. We relied on the presenting authors to understand and accurately report the randomisation technique. In some cases, junior authors presenting the studies were clearly unfamiliar with the details of the trial methodology and may have described the randomisation technique incorrectly. Including only poster presentations rather than full publications in peer reviewed journals may also have led to the inclusion of a greater proportion of low-quality studies. However previous attempts by the current authors to gather randomisation data from authors of
published studies garnered response rates of less than 10%. As result the direct
approach of questioning authors at their posters was felt to be justified. These
results focus on urological studies as it is the specialty of the majority of the authors.
As in previous work on CONSORT compliance, the study was extended to include
general surgical and non-urological specialties(6). Although direct comparisons were
not performed, results with high proportions of balanced studies were seen in both
urological and non-urological studies. Likewise, author interviews revealed
comparable numbers of suspect answers. Replication of this research in other
disciplines would be welcome. Finally given the nature of the analysis undertaken in
this study, it is only possible to report the overall likelihood that simple randomisation
was performed as reported. No assessment can be made on the exact numbers of
studies that reported erroneous methodologies.

This study included only RCTs that used simple randomisation. Simple
randomisation represents the most straightforward approach to allocating patients
but can still be difficult to implement (14). All participants should have an equal
chance of being allocated to either arm. Especially with smaller sample sizes, this
can result in unequal group sizes and important factors may be not be balanced
between groups. Yet the false belief that samples sizes should be equal remains
pervasive(7, 15). This misconception is reflected in our results with 59% of studies
(n=88/148) reporting equal arms or differing by just 1.

Despite these drawbacks, RCT's remain a cornerstone for the advancement of
medical practice. The COVID-19 pandemic has clearly shown the importance of high
quality RCTs with their results directing clinical management and policy across the
world.

However often in everyday clinical practice, especially in surgery, such sophisticated
study designs are potentially being overused. The value of well conducted, non-
randomised studies is often overlooked by both researchers and funding bodies.
This study has shown that in many cases, RCT’s are beyond the abilities of surgical
teams. Sadly medical history is littered with poorly executed and fraudulent studies
whose biased results have misled medical opinion, occasionally for decades.
Alarming figures for the prevalence of research misconduct and rising numbers of
retractions have prompted many national government to appoint national bodies to
regulate and provide oversight on academic research(16). The results from this
study suggest similar practises continue in academic research. Whilst a proportion of
errors will be attributable to a lack of experience and ability of the study authors,
willful dishonesty must also be considered as factor. The common conclusion to so
many non-randomised studies that an RCT is required to provide the definitive
answer must be reviewed. Instead the utility of well-designed comparative studies
should be better advocated. For the majority of smaller studies, a non-randomised
trial design would help greatly simplify the studies, enabling surgical groups focus on
achieving true and reliable results.

**Conclusion**

This study has shown that it is extremely likely that for a significant proportion of 148
simple randomised studies, randomisation was not performed as described. All

studies had been selected for presentation following a peer review process and their results reported in international scientific journals. These results raise important questions on the current quality of medical research and reliability of clinicians to undertake research.

We cannot say why these results have occurred – ignorance of the RCT process may be the reason, yet we know from personal experience that the majority of institutions presenting data have taken part in high quality multicentre RCT’s which would not fall foul of our scrutiny. Pressure to publish may mean that, particularly for single centres studies, corners were cut and proper protocols were ignored for simplicity. All trials must be registered prospectively with clear, publicly disseminated randomisation protocols. Of course, fraud is an ever-present explanation for research findings which are either too good to be true or which do not make sense. Faced with the above however, it would seem that any single centre RCT submitted is likely to be greatly at risk of basic statistical flaws – we would suggest that editors would be well advised to seek a statistician’s advice before sending such trials out to hard pressed reviewers.
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Supplementary Table 1: Surgical and Urological Conferences Included in this Study
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